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Publications Department Note.—The following article which is reprinted from the July,
1923, issue of the Harvard Business Review, published under the direction of the faculty of the
Graduate School of Business Administration of Harvard University, will be of particular in
terest to our members because it is based upon material which Professor Cole has presented
before several of our chapters during the past two years.

The most interesting problems in accounting arise in connec
tion with what the economist calls “joint cost.” Many of these are
in the field of “distribution of overhead,” as the business man usu
ally expresses it, but occasionally one finds such a problem in con
nection with what at first glance appears to be a direct cost. These
problems are interesting because very often no solution can be
so convincing that all others are eliminated by it. Some other
solution always looks almost, if not quite, as good.
By way of illustration, let us consider for a moment the cost
of sorting agricultural produce into grades. Suppose, to make
the case simple, we have an unsorted lot of apples, to be sorted into
first quality, second quality, and culls. How shall we divide the
cost of sorting among the various grades, so that we shall know
what each grade cost us, and thus learn the comparative profitable
ness of dealing, for our market, in each grade?
Some Tentative Methods
The obvious suggestion, in line with methods used in other
connections, is that the total sorting cost be distributed on the basis
of time: that the time spent in picking out each grade be charged
to that grade. This sounds good until we realize that if first-quality
apples largely predominate, they won’t be picked out at all, but will
be left, and the others will be picked out from among them; and
under this plan all the cost of sorting will be charged to the two
poorer grades. Similarly, if seconds predominate, the first and
culls will be picked out, and they alone will bear the cost. It is
obvious that a plan which gives results differing so widely, not
merely in degree but in kind, with a mere chance difference of
circumstance, is at least questionable.
Another obvious basis for distribution is bulk. This sounds
good until we realize that in circumstances under which culls
largely predominate, this method makes the culls bear most of
the cost, and we at once wonder whether under this plan the culls
are charged for the cost of sorting as a kind of penalty-charge
(penalizing them for being culls) or as a value charge (because
sorting has added to their value). The practice of charging things
as penalty is not good accounting, for it dilutes figures that are
more useful undiluted, and certainly sorting has not added to the
3

value of the culls, for no one will pay more (at least by the cost
of sorting) for things which he knows to be straight culls. This
plan is hardly more convincing than the other.
The next basis to suggest itself is value. If, for example, the
sorting shows so many bushels of first-quality apples that at the
market price they are worth $500, and so many of the second
quality that they are worth $200, and the culls are worth $50,
this basis adds the three values together for the denominator of a
fraction, and charges 500/750, or 2/3, of the sorting cost to the
first quality, 200/750, or 4/15 to the second, and 50/750, or 1/15,
to the culls. This makes use of both relative quantity and relative
value, for its makes up its fractions from the product of the two.
This sounds good until someone objects that we are trying to find
costs, not value; that costs are independent of values and that cost
figures must not be influenced by selling or market figures, for the
purpose of getting cost figures is in part to compare them with
selling figures; and that allowing selling figures to influence cost
figures is to render the comparison, to that extent, worthless.
Though many other plans may be suggestive, virtually all
of them come down in the last analysis to variance of these three—
time, bulk, value. It is obvious that we must go farther in our
analysis before we can choose between them. Then this puestion
arises: if we bought our apples as a lot, for a lump sum, shall we,
or shall we not distribute our cost of sorting on the same basis that
we shall distribute our original purchase price, for the lot, over the
different grades ? And this in turn raises a new problem. Suppose
we pay $600 for the lot unsorted. How are we going to distribute
our purchase price over these grades—on the basis of bulk, of
market value, or on some other basis?
As a matter of fact, though time, bulk, and value, as we have
seen, are the chief possible bases for sorting, for the produce itself
various other bases, or considerations connected with bases, must
be noted. In order to bring in these other considerations, we may
well change our illustration, and get temporarily into another
field where the situation is not so simple.
This new case involves virtually all the considerations that
can arise in connection with a problem of this sort, and that is
why it is chosen. It is obvious, therefore, that it must be fairly
complicated.
The Problem in More Complete Form
A chemical company produces by the same processes two prod
ucts : that is, the cheapest way for this company to produce either
product is by processes which also produce the other—as is com
mon in the chemical industries. The cost of the joint product is
$51 per ton, and its comes through the processes as 3/4 ton of
product A, and 1/4 ton of product B. The company sells product
A in competition with other manufacturers; but it is the only pro
ducer of product B in large quantities, for its processes for produc
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ing the joint products are secret. It sells half of product B direct
from the regular manufacturer, but the other half of B it carries
through other processes, requiring no additional materials, to make
a new product C at an additional cost of $18 per ton. The company
sells product A at $80 per ton, B at $32 per ton, C at $60 per ton;
and the selling costs are: A, $2; B, $3; C, $4. Although the com
pany has a monoply of B and C, it has found that any attempt to
force up the price of either product reduces the demand so much
that its production is not carried off and net receipts are reduced.
It could sell all its production of B (at $32 per ton), but the public
demand will take only one-half of the production of B in the devel
oped form of C, for which the firm gets a relatively higher price
($60 per ton). This further fact is known: if the chemical elements
which ultimately go into the compound product were purchased in
the free state, as pure sulphur, pure phosphorus, and so on, they
would cost, per ton of A, $90, and, per ton of B, $120. Our problem
is to find the cost of A, of B, and of C.
The methods that suggest themselves for finding these costs
may be treated as of six types (for any others are mere variance
of these), all of which, of course, divide the $51 of joint cost
between A and B, and then add the special costs for A, B, and C.
These six types of methods for distributing the joint cost may be
classified as follows:
(a)
in the ratio of the cost of constituent elements
(b)
in the ratio of weight
(c)
in the ratio of selling prices
(d) treating B as a by-product, and subtracting the net yield
of B from the joint cost.
(e) treating B and C as by-products, and subtracting the net
yield of both from the joint cost
(/) treating A as a by-product, and subtracting the net yield
of A from the joint cost
The best way really to understand any of these is to try it
out with figures. While we are about it, too, we might as well see
what profit each method shows for each product and for a total.
Certain fundamental figures we will observe first, as involved in
the situation.
Method (a)—Cost
Cost of elements in each
A
54 ton at $ 90=$67.50
B and C ¼ ton at $120= 30.00

1

Weight of each
A
¾ ton
B and C ¼ ton

of constituent elements

Per cent of total
69
31
100

$97.50

Method (b)—Weight
Per cent of total
75
25

1

100
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Share of $51
$35.34
15.66
$51.00

Share of $51
$38.25
12.75

$51.00

Method (c)—SELLING price
Selling price of each product
A ¾ ton at $80=$60.00
Less selling cost 1.50
Net yield...........
$58.50
B ¼ ton at $32= 8.00
Less selling cost .75
Net yield....
7.25

Per cent of total

$65.75
Method (d)—B as a by-product, used

Share of $51

89

$45.39

11

5.61

100

$51.00

to reduce cost of

A
Share of $51

Yield of B, ¼ ton at $32=$8.00
Less selling cost................... 75

Net................................. $7.25
$ 7.25
Balance chargeable to A.......................................................................................... 43.75
$51.00

Method (e)—B and C as

by-products, used to reduce cost of

A

Yield of B, ⅛ ton at $32—$4.00
Less selling cost.................... 37
Net................................ ............. $3.62
Yield of C, ⅛ ton at $60=$7.50
Less add. Mfg. cost $2.25
Selling cost.................... 50 2.75
4.75
Yield of B and C, net.................. ----------Balance to A................................................

$ 8.37½
42.62

$51.00
Method (f)—A as by-product,

USED TO REDUCE COST OF

B

AND

C

Yield of A, ton at $80=$60.00
Less selling cost.......... 1.50

$58.50
Balance to B and C, a
credit, or a cost of less
than nothing by.....................

$58.50

7.50

$51.00
tentatively between them by weight,
one-half each, for the purposes of the
next table.

This $7.50 remains to divide between
B and C; but as that puts us back to
our original problem, we will split it

Typical Methods Applied

Each ton costing $51 yields the following: 3/4 ton of A,
which cost $1.50 to sell (3/4 ton at $2), and sells for $60 (3/4 ton
at $80); 1/8 ton of B (not converted into C) which costs 37 1/2
cents to sell (1/8 ton at $3), and sells for $4 (1/8 ton at $32);
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and 1/8 ton of C, converted from B at an additional cost of $2.25
(1/8 ton at $18), which costs 50 cents to sell (1/8 ton at $4), and
sells for $7.50 (1/8 ton at $60).
The tables on this and the preceding pages show how the $51
of joint cost is divided between A and B under each of the six
methods indicated above.
Product A
a
Share of $51 joint cost. .$35.34
Selling cost...................... . 1.50

Method
b
c
$38,25
$45.39
1.50
1.50

d
$43.75
1.50

e
f
$42.62/ $58.50
1.50
1.50

Total cost................... . . 36.84
Sales............................ . 60.00

39.75
60.00

46.89
60.00

45.25
60.00

44.12/
60.00

60.00
60.00

Profit ......................... . 23.16

20.25

13.11

14.75

15.87/

0.00

Product B
Share of $51 joint cost*..
Selling cost...................... .

7.83
.37/

6.37/
.37/

2.81
.37½

3.62/
.37/

3.62/ —3.75
.37/
.37/

Total cost..................... .
Sales ............................ .

8.20/
4.00

6.75
4.00

3.18/
4.00

4.00
4.00

4.00
4.00

—3.37/
4.00

Profit .......................... .—4.20½ —2.75

.81/

0.00

0.00

7.37/

Product C
Share of $51 joint cost*..
Add. Mfg. cost............. . .
Selling cost..................... .

7.83
2.25
.50

6.37/
2.25
.50

2.80
2.25
.50

3.62/
2.25
.50

4.75
2.25
.50

-3.75
2.25
.50

Total cost................... . . 10.58
Sales ........................... . 7.50

9.12/
7.50

5.55
7.50

6.37/
7.50

7.50
7.50

—1.00
7.50

Profit ......................... . .—3.08

—1.62/

1.95

1.12/

0.00

8.50

Total profit A, B, C......... .$15.87/ $15.87/ $15.87/ $15.87/ $15.87/ $15.87/
* In every case except (e) the figure is half that shown for B in the calculation
for distribution, for B and C use each one-half B’s original product.

Now let us see what profits are yielded for the various products
by these methods, which, it should be observed, all deal with the
same conditions (the same actual costs and the same actual selling
prices), but differ only in the distribution of the costs among
products.
It should again be noted that all methods give the same total
or net profit for the three products, and therefore we have not by
changing methods affected ultimate net results; but we have very
noticeably affected the apparent profitableness of different prod
ucts. A ranges in profit from $0.00 to $23.16; B from a loss of
$4.20 to a gain of $7.37 1/2; and C from a loss of $3.08 to a gain
of $8.50. Clearly these cannot all be right. Equally clearly, in
this particular case, the matter is of little importance, for we can
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not cut out the apparently unprofitable products without cutting
out the profitable ones also, and so it pays to continue manufactur
ing whatever cost distribution method we adopt. Yet usually a
correct distribution of joint costs is essential to the correct guidance
of the business, for otherwise we may be continuing an unprofitable
line that we might cut out if we knew it to be unprofitable.

Typical Methods Analyzed
Let us examine these methods in the order in which they show
large or small differentiation in profitableness between products.
Method (a) shows the largest difference. It uses constituent ele
ments in the free state, as a basis. It is apparent that since all
the costs included in the $51 are joint, for both products went
through all processes together and all costs came out in the two
products jointly, the only respect in which these products have
not shared alike in the services rendered to them is their chemical
content. One may have more valuable materials than the other,
for the chemical processes may have caused the valuable materials
to go to one rather than to the other; but the cost of getting them
to go there, the cost of processes, was quite as much a cost of get
ting the other materials to go to the other product. Then if the
pure substance of one would cost if bought independently $67, and
of the other $30, apparently the elements there in the end are
there in that ratio. That is undoubtedly true: the elements, as
abstract uncombined substances, are there in that relative value;
but as a matter of fact the values of those elements in the free
state bear no relation to the cost of the combination of those
elements in the particular substances produced by the factory, as is
shown by the fact that the cost to the factory was so much less.
Elements in combination may be worth very much less than in
the free state, or very much more. Common salt is one of the
cheapest chemicals in the world, but its constituent elements in
the free state, sodium and chlorine, have relatively high commercial
value. To divide the joint cost of A and B on the basis of their
uncombined constituent elements is to keep accounts not to show
what did happen, but to show what might have happened—what, in
fact, never would happen—and therefore has no bearing on the
present problem. The reason, presumably, that this method shows
a loss for B and C is that it has charged them for costs never
actually incurred.
The next method is (b). This divides the $51 by weight. All
costs start together on A and B, continue together, and result in
two products, of which one is three times the other in quantity.
It appears then, that three times as much of the cost has gone into
one as into the other. This sounds good until one wonders whether
by the same reasoning one could not use bulk as well as weight.
What does one buy when one buys raw material, and what does one
try to get when one incurs expenses? If one is seeking mere
weight, weight is a good basis for distribution of cost; but it is not
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if one is seeking mere bulk. Weight is virtually never and end in
itself except for ballast; and bulk is virtually never an end in itself
except for packing or filling. It would be rather absurd, for
example, to divide the cost of silver-lead ore between silver and
lead on the tonnage basis, and charge, say 200/201 of it to lead
if it ran two hundred tons of lead to one ton of silver. This basis
looks suspicious. The loss on B and on C may be due to an over
charge on the weight basis.
Next in order comes (d), with all loss eliminated and profit
shown on two products. This treats B as having no place in the
intended scheme of production, but lets it stand as a necessary
factor, unavoidable, in the production of A and C. It is made
tributary to them. We may as well consider (e) and (f) with
(d), moreover, for they all use the same principle—counting one
product contributory to another. This is a common method of
handling by-products, letting all the proceeds of the by-product
apply to reduce the cost of the main product. Here, for example,
in (d) B is considered a by-product but not C, in (e) both B and C
are treated as by-products, and in (f) A is the by-product. In (f)
we get the curious situation that so much is received from the sales
of A, which is the main product in both weight and value but
is not necessarily the main product in the intent or aim of the busi
ness, that both B and C show a profit of more than the selling price
—that is, A has already brought in more than the whole cost of
the joint product and so the main product B actually under this
method starts its career with a credit balance, as if B cost less
than nothing.
Doubtless some will say that A can not be a by-product in
this case. What determines the line between main and by-product?
Is it weight, bulk, value, or the aim of the business to make a
particular commodity rather than a commodity that, by chance,
comes along too ? Clearly it cannot be weight, for often the quasi
refuse is heavier than the principal product and brings an insig
nificant return. Bulk is no better. Value comes nearer to it; but
sometimes a business specializes in a particular product, builds
up a reputation for it, cares mainly about it, and yet sells more
in value of some other product that, for one reason or another,
goes along with it. Clearly the minor product in value then would
be the main product in fact. In other words, the line between
main- and by-product may exist only in the mind of the owners
of the business. If, then, we are to divide our joint costs between
products on the principle that the by-product shall be used to
reduce costs for the main product, we shall use method (c) or (d)
or (e) according as we think of each of our products A, B, and C,
as main-product or as by-product. A change of mind, a change of
interest, a change of policy will make the following differences:
between a gain of $15.87 1/2 on product A, out of every ton of
gross product, and a gain of nothing at all; between a gain of
$7.37 1/2 on product B, and nothing at all; and between a gain of
9

$8.50 on product C, and no gain at all—and yet everything except
the state of mind of the owner, or manager, or accountant, is the
same in all cases, for the actual costs and the actual yield are
unchanged throughout. This is rather absurd.
Let us now examine method (c), which gives the least differ
ence in the profitableness of the different products—indeed it is
the only one which shows them all profitable. Our first question at
once arises. Should all these products show a profit, as a matter
of principle? Is it only by chance that here they do? This is
worth attention, for it involves a more or less fundamental prin
ciple.
The Principle Involved
An illustration of the economic principle of joint costs is
involved in the stock question, “Which half of a pair of shears
does the cutting?” If you rest one blade of the shears on a table
and then, keeping it rigid, move the other blade, can you say that
the moved blade did all the cutting? Obviously if one blade moves
the very rigidity of the other blade did one-half of the cutting;
for the rigid blade must have resisted as much as the moved blade
pushed. It is difficult to escape a similar conclusion about joint
costs and profits. If the profits are made from joint operations,
they are made by all parts of those joint operations—supposing,
of course, as we find here, that the processes are really joint, i. e.,
inseparable. You can no more eliminate one product from the
profit-making than you can eliminate one blade of the shears from
the cutting. The bulk, and the weight, and the value, and the
intent of the manager, cannot eliminate the fact of the “jointness”
of the profit if the processes that produced the total value of goods
sold at a profit were themselves joint. A realization of this elim
inates methods (d), (e),and (f), outright; for this principle denies
that in determining costs, whatever we may do as a matter of sales
policy, we can make any part of a joint yield tributary, and merely
tributary, to other parts.
Next we are faced, if we accept the principle of joint profits,
with the problem of dividing the cost between the joint products
so that all, if any, will show a profit. In the case of the shears, we
had an obvious fifty-fifty division not merely because we had two
factors, but because we had two similar or equal factors. Here
we have factors unequal in weight, in content, and in selling value.
Of this inequality we must take cognizance. What is a better
criterion of the value that has gone into anything than the value
that comes out (supposing the thing is not more or less self
developing, like agricultural products) ? And what is cost but
the value that has been put in? If the value is there, it is there
because we put it in; and if one of the joint products has twice
the value of another, the reason must be that into that product
went twice as much of that which gives it value: and since the
things which went into it are our costs, twice as much of our costs
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went into it as into that other. This is the principle of method
(c), which we may call the principle of relative yield.
We have still one point to observe. We saw, with respect to
our sorting cost for apples, that we must not let our selling price
warp our cost figures. Let us see just what this means. We
must not think a thing cost more than it did merely because we
can sell it for more, nor must we charge it less for cost merely
because it “cannot stand the charge.” The purpose of cost account
ing is to find the facts—it is not a game of manipulating figures so
as to make a good showing. The only good showing it knows is a
true showing. Charging “what the traffic can bear” is not an
accounting motto. In our problem here, however, we are not con
cerned with finding absolute costs: absolute cost is known—$51 per
ton. We are merely trying to find where that fifty-one dollars’
worth of cost went. All the costs that made up the $51 went to
create, with the additional costs and the profits, the value that
came back in sales. When we distributed them according to the
value as disclosed by sales, we are not letting selling costs influence
our judgment of absolute costs: we are merely dividing a figure
of cost, for which we can find no other basis for division so
satisfactory, on the theory that it presumably put value into the
product in the same ratio that the value came out.

Testing the Principle
A change in the relative selling prices of these products, obvi
ously, will under this method affect our figure of cost for each
(but not total cost, of course). This is as it should be. If prices
change relatively, the value of what is in the products has changed;
and hence the relative values of what we have put in, or our relative
costs, have changed. The total of what we have put in may not
have changed, but the value of these separate things (raw material,
machine processes, labor, and so on) that we have put in may
change with changes of demand or of general conditions, and
so the three products, A, B, C, having different shares of these
things, have new relative values. It is not violating the principle
of relative yield to distribute the joint costs on the basis of relative
selling values as of the time when the costs were incurred; but
since the costs were incurred for the purpose of getting them out,
with a profit, at a future value, it seems more logical to use that
later value.
It should be admitted, outright, that there are conceivable
conditions under which our theory apparently will not match exactly
with the facts, such as when, though our labor is for joint product,
we could by very careful time study and physical experiment and
chemical tests discover that the labor element in some process
actually produced more result on one product than on the other,
relatively to weight or value or bulk, and therefore we have a more
scientific basis for division of costs than that given above. It is
obvious, however, that the moment we by analysis find the actual
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portion of labor, material, and so on, going into each of two or
more products, that moment our costs cease to that extent to be
joint in the true sense. By joint costs we mean those which are
inseparable—either actually, or for practical purposes (as when
the cost of separation would be prohibitive). For those, it is hard
to get away from the fact that joint costs are in the product in
the same ratio that they came out (after allowing, of course, as
we have done above, for costs not joint, like the additional manu
facturing costs in C, and the selling costs), and that any excess
yield is a profit attaching to all the joint products in the same
relative proportions.
In the case of our problem, the fact that there is no competitive
market price for B and C does not alter the principle. The value
that we get out comes from the value that we put in, plus a profit,
and if we get a relatively high price for our monopoly product
and a relatively low price for our competitive product, the things
that we put into our monopoly product are relatively more valuable
for our purposes, ipso facto, when they go in, than those that go
into our competitive product, and hence should bear a larger share
of the total cost—i. e., they should bear more and the others less
of the total actual cost.
Under an extension of this principle the distribution of the $51
of original joint cost should not give equal shares to B and to C,
but should take account of C’s relatively greater yield; but in the
table above this was not done, for at that point it would have
unduly complicated the illustration. When that adjustment has
been made under method (c), taking the yield of B as 1/8 ton at
$32 less expenses, and of C asl/8 ton at $60 less expenses, A takes
$44.37 of the $51, B $3.06, and C $3.57, and the relative profits are
correspondingly affected.
This principle of relative yield has application in many and
various fields. It is particulary useful in chemical and mining
industries, and in agriculture and the treatment of food products.
The cost of a hide, for example, must often be divided between
the grain and the split leather.
We may now well revert to our original illustration of joint
costs—the sorting of apples, and the cost of the apples themselves.
It is obvious that if we adopt the principle of relative yield, here
set forth, the original cost of the apples, $600, will be divided in
the ratio of 2/3, 4/15 and 1/15, their relative selling values; and
we now reject the criticism that costs must not be affected by selling
prices, for we see that the distribution of joint costs, though not
actual costs, must usually be so affected. When we turn to sorting,
however, we may not be willing to go so far. To distribute the
sorting cost in the same ratio is to assume that the sorting con
tributes relatively as much to the value of the culls as it does to
the grade apples. This is not true. Indeed, both the aim and the
accomplishment of the sorting is to bring out, to differentiate, the
value already in the grade apples that is not in the culls. The sort
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ing contributes to the value of the better apples only; and hence
the cost should be borne by those two grades only, and should be
divided in the ratio of the selling prices (after allowing for the
expenses of selling). In this case, both original purchase and sort
ing cost are true joint costs.
If it can be shown that sorting adds more relatively to the
value of the first-quality apples than to the value of the second
quality, our problem at once changes character. Then we know
the relative value of first-quality and second-quality apples, both
sorted and unsorted (a price fixed before sorting but to be paid
on what is found as a result of sorting). This gives us a new
set of figures for our joint-cost distribution. The cost of sorting
has a direct measureable result in an addition to selling price. If
sorting costs us $50, and adds $75 to the value of the first-quality
apples and $25 to the value of the second quality, obviously threefourths of the $50 is chargeable to the better grade and one-fourth
to the poorer.
Many variations of this principle appear in industry, and it is
always interesting to recognize them and make the necessary
adjustments to eliminate the portions of cost which are not joint,
and then apply the principle of relative yield to what remains.
Indeed, it is this sort of thing that makes the work of an accountant
full of variety and interest, for new situations are constantly arising
and new principles must be found—or old principles must be rec
ognized in new guises.
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